
Changes to CAM 2022 Service Pack 1 
This document lists the changes that have gone into all of MecSoft’s 2022 CAM products in the 
first service pack released on May 16th, 2022. 

1. Changes for Saw machining to output tool/shaft end rather than the tool center 
2. Updated tooltip list for CAM installers 
3. In the Profile-NEST module, G-Code is not being updated when Execute Nest is selected 

or when a nested sheet is regenerated 
4. Updated Sawing toolpath generation. Fixed issue with clearance plane, added additional 

offset that Saw tool will be higher than clearance plane. 
5. G-Code for all mops in a setup are not being generated when a Setup is regenerated 
6. G-code is not being generated for any mops within a MOpSet 
7. G-code is not being generated for operations generated from the Automatic Feature 

Machining 
8. Export to VCP file was fixed to handle objects layer issues 
9. V-Mill gouges the control geometry in 2 axis hole pocketing" was fixed. 
10. In TURN module, right-click and select Delete Dirty MOps, deletes ALL MOps in the 

setup was fixed 
11. Fixed issue with icon scaling for the VisualCAM for SolidWorks 
12. Added new example for SetPostProcessor/SetPostProcessor() RhinoCAM API functions, 

updated installers 
13. RhinoCAM API Added function to post using active post-processor. Updated 

SetCAMPostProcessor.py example 
14. Forcing users to set the Post and not picking the first one by default.   
15. 2 axis facing & 3Axis Parallel Finishing with a facemill cutter does not cut to the full 

perimeter was fixed 
16. Layer Thicknesses are being corrupted when importing part files" was fixed 
17. Added Programmable Post user doc 
18. Mops are taking 10-50x longer to generate than in previous versions was fixed 
19. The Browser names appear mis-shapen problem was fixed 
20. The Ribbon bar icons are not correct for Profile Nest and the G-code browser was fixed 
21. Retuning as Node Locked if concurrent license and lease expiry date is set to 0 
22. Changing pick buttons based on customer input 
23. Changing the Post folder to view field to be write enabled 
24. Outputting ROTAXIS to APT CLS 
25. Tool in library is being corrupted when saved and loaded in v2022 was fixed 
26. Facing with Stock Model Silhouette checked fails was fixed 
27. VisualCAM for SOLIDWORKS performance traced part of the problem to the Windows 

GDI objects was fixed 
28. COOLANT_OFF code is now triggered at the end of an operation. 
29. MachineWork libraries were updated to the 8.3 version  
30. Tool library saved as csv and imported back as csv drops all tool holders was fixed 



31. If no existing post, then set the default post for new files to "Post - None" 
32. Duplicate holders are created when loading the same tool library twice. 
33. Tools are not being updated when you Drag-n-Drop from a tool library was fixed 
34. Feedrate value not being saved in Knowledge Bases file was fixed 
35. Mops are being deleted when a tool library with holders is loaded twice was fixed 
36. Holder taper angle limit was increased to 89 degrees 
37. Administrator rights request was added to the License Manager application 
38. Shells export to VCP was fixed 
39. Adding Name input in Network Locked License preferences 
40. Flute length changes automatically when Corner radius is set was fixed 
41. Implemented an option to disable saving data to registry on application close 
42. Save As Defaults resets default kb to factory settings was fixed 
43. Reset settings to factory defaults and the Load from File Feeds/Speeds dialog will not 

populate was fixed 
44. Updated RhinoCAM API user doc 
45. Added functions to Get/Set names for MOpSetups in RhinoCAM API 
46. 5-axis problem with polar XY instances was fixed 
47. Blank dialog displays when test RhinoCAM part file is opened in RhinoCAM 2022 

v12.0.217 was fixed 
48. 5 axis clearance as "Plane" errors and will not generate. was fixed 
49. Clear flats in Horizontal Roughing does not clear all flat areas in certain conditions was 

fixed 


